
Tricks
This should only take 30 seconds.

Work this out as you read.

Don't read the bottom until you have worked it out.

1. Pick the number of days a week that you would like to go out.

2. Multiply this number by 2.

3. Add 5.

4. Multiply by 50.

5. If you have already had your birthday this year, add 1748. If you haven't, add 1747.

6. Last step: Subtract the four digit year that you were born.

See Below:

>You should have a three digit number.

>The first digit of this was your original number [how many times you want to go out each 
week].

>The second two digits are your age!!!

>It really works. This is the only year it will ever work, so spread  the fun around by mailing 
this to everyone you know.
------------------------------------
Things to do at Walmart while the spouse is taking her sweet time Christmas shopping.

1. Get the boxes of condoms & randomly put them in peoples carts when they are not 
looking.

2. Set all the alarm clocks to go off at 10 minute intervals.

3. Make a trail of orange juice on the floor to the restrooms.

4. Walk up to an employee and tell him/her in an official tone, "I think we have a code 3 in 
housewares," and see what happens.

5. Turn all the radios to a polka station, then turn them all off and turn the volumes to 10.

6. Challenge other customers to duel with tubes of gift wrap.
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7. Put M&M's on layaway.

8. Move "CAUTION-WET FLOOR" signs to carpet areas.

9. Set up a tent in the camping department; tell others you'll only invite them if they bring 
pillows from the bedding department.

10. When someone asks if they can help you, begin to cry and ask "Why won't you people 
leave me alone?"

11. Look right into the security camera and use it as a mirror while you pick your nose.

12. Take up an entire aisle in toys by setting up a full scale battlefield with G.I.Joes and X-
Men.

13. Ask other customers if they have any Grey Poupon.

14. While handling guns in the hunting department ask the clerk if he knows where the anti-
depressants are.

15. Switch signs on the mens and womens bathrooms.

16. Dart around suspiciously while humming the theme from "Mission Impossible".

17. Set up a "Valet Parking" sign out front.

18. In the auto department practice your Madonna look using different size funnels.

19. Hide in the clothing rack and when people browse through say, "PICK ME!
PICK ME!!!!!!"

20. When an announcement comes over the loud speaker assume the fetal position and 
scream, "NO! NO! It's those voices again."

21. Go to the food court, get a soft drink, tell them you don't get out much and would they 
put one of those little umbrellas in it.

22. Go into the fitting room and yell real loud ...."Hey we're out of toilet paper in here!"

Here is something that a colleague of mine sent me at work. When you’ve got a second - try 
it. It’s actually supposed to tell you something about yourself.

Take this test. Go one question at a time and DON’T look ahead until you’ve finished each 
question.
Read the following questions, imagining the scenes in your mind, and write down the FIRST 
thing that you visualize. Do not think about the questions excessively.
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1 You are walking in the woods. Who are you walking with?

2 You are walking in the woods. You see an animal. What kind of animal is it?

3 What interaction takes place between you and the animal?
4 You walk deeper into the woods. You enter a clearing and before you is your dream house.  
Describe its size.
5 Is your dream house surrounded by a fence?
6 You enter the house. You walk to the dining area and see the dining room table. Describe 
what you see on and around the table.
7 You exit the house through the back door. Lying in the grass is a cup. What material is 
the cup made of (ceramic, glass, paper, etc)?
8 What do you do with the cup?
9 You walk to the edge of the property, where you find yourself standing at the edge of a 
body of water. What type of body of water is it (creek, river, ocean, etc)
10 How will you cross the water?
This has been a relational psychology test. The answers given to the questions have been 
shown to have a relevance to values and ideals that we hold in our personal lives The 
analysis follows:
1 The person who you are walking with is the most important person in your life
2 The size of the animal is representative of your perception of the size of your problems
3 The severity of the interaction you have with the animal is representative of how you 
deal with your problems (passive, aggressive)
4 The size of your dream home is representative of the size of your ambition to resolve 
your problems.
5 No fence is indicative of an open personality. People are welcome at all times. The 
presence of a fence is more indicative of a closed personality, You’d prefer people to not 
drop by unannounced
6 If your answer did not include food, people, or flowers then your are generally unhappy
7 The durability of the material with which the cup is made is representative of the 
perceived durability of your relationship with the person from number 1 For example, 
styrofoam, plastic, and paper are disposable; Styrofoam, paper, and glass (ceramics) are 
not durable; and metal and plastic are durable
8 Your disposition of the cup is representative of your attitude toward the person in 
number 1
9 The size of the body of water is representative of the size of your sexual desire
10 How wet you get in crossing the water is indicative of the relative importance of your 
sex life
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